You Have CHOICES.

You CHOOSE your major...
You CHOOSE your friends...
You CHOOSE what to drink...

4 out of 5 students who sometimes drink, also choose to not drink.

Data compiled from UWF student responses on the 2008 NCHA survey (n = 830)

You CHOOSE.
Data collected from you:

UWF students who DRINK LESS have HIGHER GRADES.

The relationship between the average number of drinks consumed per week and grade point average.

Data analyzed for students age 18-24 and compiled from UWF student responses on the 2010 CORE survey (n = 813)
64% of UWF students who drink alcohol AVOID drinking games.

Students who DID participate in drinking games were TWICE as likely to:

- Have unprotected sex
- Forget where they were or what they did
- Have their academic performance negatively affected
- Physically injure themselves

Data compiled from UWF student responses on the 2008 NCHA survey (n = 830)

You CHOOSE.